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"Nobody writes like this!" enthused the Aurora Sentinel. "Exciting, fast-paced and hard to 
believe"...The Prairie Times. "Fantastic, Enthralling, a Dynamite Thriller!" says The Windsor 
World. "Our Mom is the Greatest" says the sons of the author. "Ms. B is one of the best, 
smartest, and most accomplished writers it has ever been my privilege to know!"…Unbiased 
opinion of J.H. Black 

  The latest novel of this most prolific writer exceeds all expectations, even surpassing her 
breathless, exciting last story "GET STUFFED" –  the adventures of a Big Game Hunter, which 
won her The Boulder Camera Book Prize and her expose of the shenanigans behind the Window 
Washers Union in "PANE IN THE GLASS" was in serious contention for THE WURLITZER 
prize for non-fiction. In collaboration with A.A. Milne and Julia Childs, her culinary book for 
pre-schoolers, "COOKING WITH POOH" stayed atop the Best Seller List for two whole weeks 
and won her the Alan Edgar Poe mystery award. 

 This most recent book "ATLAS MUGGED" is hard to put down – it is also hard to pick 
up, being 2,500 pages of heavy reading. The plot, if there actually IS one, is difficult to follow as 
one has to stretch the imagination to the breaking point to understand WHY anyone would be 
stupid enough to actually try to MUG a huge fellow like Atlas in the first place. In order to help 
simplify for the intellectually challenged, the book is divided into three parts: Part 1, Part 2 and 
Part 3. 

Part 1 deals with Contradiction, or the lack of it. Part 2 is Either/or ... or not. Take your 
pick. Part 3 is so complicated nobody has any idea WHAT it is about. 

 Master of intrigue and suspense and acknowledged lifelong expert on Gobbledygook, 
Ms. Black exceeds all her previous writings with this passionate tale of espionage, adventure 
and, of course, the obligatory sleazy sex. You want it? This book's got it. This is a MUST READ 
and, as the renowned and highly esteemed Book Critic for THE NATIONAL ENQUIRER 
summarizes … "WOW!" 

 Ms. B. resides with a very attractive Italian Pool Boy and her 7th husband in the middle 
of an island in the middle of an ocean. She may be reached at www.biteme.whiz. 
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